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Introduction 

Vivid Flex is a robust report development add-in for Microsoft Excel that interfaces seamlessly 
with SedonaOffice and other ODBC-compliant databases.  With minimal training, you can be up 
and running within minutes and using Excel’s familiar development environment to create 
powerful, professional-looking reports. 

Simplify 
 Reduce file versions and clutter 
 Reduce reliance on IT 
 Empower yourself and your management team 
 Develop in the familiar Excel environment 

Gain Insight 
 See trends more clearly 
 Analyze product offerings  
 Pinpoint where value is being added or lost 
 Identify opportunities 

Manage Smarter 
 Track progress 
 Make better decisions  

 

 

In this presentation we will: 

 Review the Astute Reports, the Flex dashboards and reports developed for SedonaOffice 
by Astute Financial Consulting. 

 
 Demonstrate how easy it is to use Vivid Flex to create and distribute your own 

dashboards and reports. 

 
 Discuss key metrics and benchmarking. 
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Astute Reports 

Astute Reports is a suite of Flex reports for SedonaOffice developed by Astute Financial 
Consulting.  The suite includes dashboards, “report packs” and “tool box” reports.  

Dashboards help you keep a finger on the pulse of your business with charts that provide for 
immediate visual analysis of data and trends. 

A report pack is a collections of reports covering a specific area of your business, such as RMR. It 
includes one or more summary reports that are supported by detail reports. 

The tool box reports are an ever-growing collection of reports, forms and utilities that provide 
specific information or functionality. 

 

Dashboards 
The Astute Flex dashboards provide nearly real-time visibility into your company’s performance.  
Like all Flex reports, they can be refreshed and distributed automatically to a shared folder or 
directly to owners and managers via email. You can drill down to supporting detail and filter by 
branch. 

Executive Dashboard 
The Executive Dashboard charts sixteen key performance indicators (KPI) that are critical to your 
business success.  Green/yellow/red icons show where you stand in relation to your annual goals 
or estimates. Charts can be customized to provide focus on those KPIs most pertinent to your 
business model.  
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Company Dashboard 
The Company Dashboard monitors trends by showing key financial and operating metrics on a 
daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly or annual basis. 

The Comparative format compares current month to prior month results and current year YTD to 
prior year YTD results. 
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Report Packs 
A report pack is a collection of summary and detail reports covering a specific area of your 
business. The report packs in Astute Reports include: 

 RMR 
 Jobs 
 Service tickets 
 Technicians 
 Prospects 
 Accounts receivable 
 Cash 
 Accounts payable 
 Inventory 

 

Report packs allow you to view results by year, month or week with the ability to filter for branch 
and other parameters. 
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Summary Reports 
Each report pack has one or more summary reports where information can be viewed on a 
weekly, monthly or annual basis. You can drill down to detail on any of the blue numbers. 

Here’s a snapshot of the Job Queue summary report in the Jobs Report Pack. 
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Detail Reports 
You can drill down from a summary report to a detail report by placing your cursor on one of the 
blue numbers and clicking the Link button on the Flex tool bar. 

 

 

 

 

Here’s a snapshot of the Job Closings Detail report in the Jobs Report Pack.  

 

 

 

 

 

You can use macros, conditional formatting, formulas and all other Excel functionality within a 
Flex report. Note the macro buttons and conditional formatting used in the Closings Detail 
report. 
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Tool Box Reports 
The tool box reports are an ever-growing collection of reports, forms and utilities that provide 
specific information or functionality. Of the approximately 50 tool box reports, here are the ones 
more widely-used used: 

 A/R-RMR Aging: Aging of RMR based on the aging of all open invoices or cycle invoices.  
Used primarily for loan compliance purposes. 

 Account Reconciliations: A trial balance for facilitating reconciliation of balance sheet 
accounts at month-end. 

 Cash Flow Forecast: Forecast cash flow on a monthly or weekly basis. 
 Commissions Payment Management: Tracking and management of job commissions 

payable and paid to salespersons. Rules for payment can vary by salesperson. 
 Contract Analysis: Shows profitability of service and inspection contracts over a period of 

time. 
 Credit Card Entry: Download and code credit card transactions; the journal entry is 

automatically created for posting to SedonaOffice. 
 Deferred Labor Allocation: Creates the month-end journal entry to clear the deferred 

labor liability to technician expense offset accounts, with proper treatment of branches 
and categories on both sides of the entry. 

 Job Accrual Worksheet: Tool for determining percentage of completion on open jobs and 
creating the journal entry to accrue revenue and costs at month-end. 

 Job Parts Cost Analysis: Tool to analyze the cost of individual parts on a job and, if 
necessary, to create an adjusting journal entry. 

 Margins Analysis: An invaluable report for calculating and analyzing gross and net margins 
by business activity (i.e. installation, service, monitoring) or system group (i.e. burg, fire, 
access control, CCTV, etc.)  

 Parts Cost Review: Compares standard cost to vendor price and calculates the variance. 
It’s an integral report for actively managing standard costs. 

 Parts Count Sheet: Same as the inventory part count sheet in SedonaOffice except that it 
prints in a condensed format while providing additional information. 

 RMR Audit Information: Customer and RMR information for a selected date. Used 
primarily for acquisition or loan compliance purposes. 

 Tech Timesheets: Templates for entering technician time into SedonaOffice and 
reconciling to payroll data. 

 Permissions: Shows permissions assigned to a SedonaOffice user based on one or more 
assigned user groups.  
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Margins Analysis 
The Margins Analysis report shows gross and net margins by business activity (i.e. installation, 
service, monitoring) or system group (i.e. burg, fire, access control, CCTV, etc.) and is not 
dependent on how you have set up your job and service GL categories in SedonaOffice. 
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Cash Flow Forecast 
The Cash Flow Forecast report makes cash forecasting easy. If cash reserves are high, then the 
monthly forecast option is probably sufficient. If you are closely watching your cash, then the 
weekly forecast option will give you peace of mind that you will have cash to cover your most 
important obligations. 
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Job Parts Cost Analysis 
Using the Job Parts Cost Analysis report before closing a job guarantees that appropriate 
standard part costs were applied. The report shows the cost of individual parts on a job, gives 
you the ability to manipulate costs to more accurately reflect true cost, and will automatically 
build an adjusting journal entry as an option for correcting costs before a job is closed.  
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Vivid Flex 

Getting Started 

Installation 
Vivid Flex requires: 

 Microsoft Excel 2007, 2010 or 2013  
 .NET Framework 3.5 SP1  
 Visual Studio 2010 Tools for Office Runtime (automatically installed by setup)  
 Read access to data located on SQL Server (the SedonaReports login can be used) 

 

To install the Vivid Flex Client: 

 Run the Vivid Reports Flex Setup.exe file.  
 Follow the setup wizard to complete the install. 

 

 

 

 Run the Vivid Reports Flex Update.exe file to install the latest version of Flex.  
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Each user must select Add Toolbar in the Windows Start Menu before the Vivid Reports Flex 
ribbon toolbar will appear when MS Excel is opened: 

 

 

 

 

Toolbar 

The full Vivid Reports Flex ribbon toolbar will appear after logging in and selecting a database 
connection (see below). 

 

The toolbar has four sections: 

 Main 
 Define 
 Edit 
 Advanced 
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User Profiles 

Three user profiles can be added for each Vivid Reports Flex subscription.  For example, with two 
subscriptions, six user profiles could be added and two users could be logged in concurrently. 

With administrative permissions, you will be able to add or edit other users and assign 
permissions. 
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Database Connections 

With Vivid Flex, you can pull data from one or more ODBC-compliant databases into your 
reports.  We recommend setting up the default connection to SedonaOffice using the 
SedonaReports SQL login. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

CAUTION: Flex is capable of passing any SQL query to the SQL Server; therefore it is strongly 
recommended that connections are defined based on credentials with only Read Only 
permissions (db_datareader). 
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Using the Simple Designer Wizard 
The Simple Designer Wizard is a tool for creating reports quickly and easily based on a single 
table or view.  Here’s an example of a report that allows you to enter a parameter for site name: 

 

 

 

 

 

Let’s take a look at how we can quickly create this report using the Simple Designer Wizard in 
Flex. 

 

 

Click Simple Designer in the tool bar to open the wizard to Step 1. 
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Step 1: Select Source 

 

The first step of Simple Designer is to select a table or view that contains the information 
you wish to include on your report.  Here are the options: 

 

 Tables: Select a table from your SedonaOffice database, 
 Views: Select a view from your SedonaOffice database, 
 Customer Library: Select a view that you created previously and saved in your 

Customer Library, or  
 Flex Library: Select a view created by other SedonaOffice users that have been 

saved to the Flex Library. 
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Step 2: Select Columns 

 

 

Step 3: Name and Order the Columns 

 

Step 4: Sort Order 
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Step 5: Totals 

 

 

Step 6: Filters 

 

 

Step 7: Finalize and Run 
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Before clicking Finish, you can preview the results  

 

 

and the SQL  

 

 

Click Finish to generate the report to Excel. Enter any value into cell B1 and click Refresh. 
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Creating Reports 
Vivid Flex simplifies report creation and provides powerful drill-down functionality. 

Report Definition 
Click the Report button to open Report Definition.  
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The options for building a report are organized into six sections on the Report Definition screen. 

 Query: This is where you name the report, provide a description and insert the SQL query 
for getting data for the report.  In addition, a specific database connection can be 
selected for the report. 

 Destination: The options in this section control where the report will be generated to, 
which can be into the current Excel file, an external Excel file, or a new Excel file.  

 
 Output: This section allows you to specify the information that will be sent to Excel and 

how it will update into Excel. 
 
 Formatting: This section includes options for formatting in Excel. 
 
 Linking:  You can link (i.e. drill-down) to another report by completing the information in 

this section. 
 
 Subtotals: You can define one or more levels of report subtotals in this section. 

 

SQL Queries 
Creating SQL queries can be challenging for non-programmers.  It requires a good understanding 
of your database structure (i.e. SedonaOffice) and SQL programming. 

We encourage you to download the Database Explorer from the SedonaOffice web site.  This is a 
great tool for learning the SedonaOffice database as you start to design reports. 
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With a basic understanding of the SedonaOffice database under your belt, the next step is to 
create SQL queries for your reports.  Fortunately, Vivid Flex has a powerful query builder tool. 

Click the Preview button in the Query section of Report Definition to open the Flex query builder: 
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You begin building your query by selecting tables, joining the tables and selecting specific fields 
to be included in the query for presentation or filtering.  You can also write expressions such as 
the Case expression highlighted in yellow above. 

As you build your query, the SQL statement is automatically created in the window pane at the 
bottom of the Preview screen.  Note the date criteria highlighted in yellow in this query. 

 

 

A very powerful feature of Vivid Flex is the ability to reference filter criteria in an Excel 
worksheet, like we did for the site name in the report we created above using Simple Designer. 

 

 

 

This is accomplished by converting a standard SQL statement to an Excel formula and then 
replacing hard-coded criteria with a reference to a cell in the Excel worksheet. 
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For example, the SQL statement shown above has been converted below to a formula using the 
Convert to Formula button.  Note that quotes (“”) have been inserted around the SQL text and 
ampersands are used to concatenate elements of the statement. 

 

Next, the hard-coded dates (i.e. ‘11/30/2014’) are replaced with a reference to cell C2. 

 

 

Click Apply to insert the SQL formula into Report Definition. 
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Click Generate to output the report to Excel.   

 

 

 

The date criteria is in cell C2. 
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Enter a different date in C2, click Refresh and the report will update to show the effective RMR 
as of the new date. 
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Linking Reports (Drill-Down) 

Linking allows you to go from one Flex Report to another Flex Report while passing values from 
the first report into the second report as inputs.  Among other things, it’s a great way to drill-
down from a summary report to detail records. 

The linking information is entered in the Report Definition for the first report. 

 

 

 

 

In this example, the date criteria from the summary report (see previous page) is being passed to 
cell B2 in Sheet3. 
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Creating Dashboards  
Creating a bar chart or other dashboard element to complement your Flex report is simply a 
matter of adding an Excel chart to the worksheet. 

 

In this example, Flex uses the current date to pull data from SedonaOffice. 

 

The chart uses the data in cells B6 through K11. 
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Using Automation 
Automation in Vivid Reports Flex is a powerful feature that saves you time by automating tasks 
or actions, such as creating and distributing reports.  The types of tasks that can be automated 
include: 

 Generate reports 
 Refresh reports 
 Run VBA and Excel macros 
 Copy worksheets to new worksheets 
 Delete workbooks and other files 
 Email files (workbooks or PDF files) 
 Print reports to a printer 
 PrintPDF reports to PDF file format 

 

Automating Tasks 

Automation tasks are defined in an Excel spreadsheet that has been specifically formatted for 
this purpose. One or more tasks are defined in an Automation Table as shown below.  Three 
tasks have been defined in this example (Refresh, PrintPDF and Email).   
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With the Automation Table worksheet open, you click the Automation button on the Vivid Flex 
tool bar to open the Automation screen.  The tasks defined in the worksheet are loaded into the 
Automation screen. 

 

Click the Run button to process the tasks.  It’s that easy! 
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Scheduling Tasks 

Each collection of tasks defined in an Automation Table worksheet is called a job.  Jobs can be 
scheduled to run on defined days at defined times.   

For example, jobs that include sales reports might be scheduled to run every Monday morning at 
5:00 a.m.  whereas cancellation reports might be run daily for the purpose of distributing 
information to sales representatives for timely follow-up with the cancelled customer or 
prospective new customer. 
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Metrics and Benchmarks 

What are the important metrics used by your company to ensure you stay on track to meet your 
financial and operating goals? Here are some example metrics used by many security alarm 
companies. 

RMR 
RMR in force 
Additions 
Net growth 
Gross and net attrition 
Cancellations 
Resign success rates 
 
Sales 
Active leads  
Sold leads  
Win/loss ratios 
Cost per lead  
 
Jobs 
In queue 
Sales 
Billings backlog 
Closings 
Profit/loss 
Creation multiples 
 

Service 
In queue 
New tickets 
Closed tickets 
Profit/loss-billed 
Profit/loss-contract 
 
Technicians 
Chargeable hours 
Non-chargeable hours 
Over-under budget 
Billable vs. non-billable service 
Average ticket times 
 
Financial 
Total revenue 
Gross profit % 
SG&A as a % of total revenue 
NOI as a % of total revenue 
Revenue per employee 
Steady state cash flow 
Past due accounts 
 

 

Metrics can be useful in and of themselves, but become significantly more informative when 
compared to benchmark such as a prior month or year, a budget or an industry average. 
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Conclusion 

SedonaOffice has become the leading financial software for security companies because of its 
exceptional functionality and reporting capabilities.  Now, you can take reporting and analysis for 
your company to a whole new level with Vivid Reports Flex. 

 


